
Being Specific In Prayer Skit #5 
Decisions, decisions 

Kevin Lee 
 
4 Performers   Diggers the Recording Angel  

Wormole the Prayer Answering Angel  
Mr Smarts the Boss Angel/Narrator  
Christian 

 
Props                                             1 x clipboard 
              Tee Shirts (?)        -   Recording Angel 

- Prayer Answering Angel 
- Boss Angel 

 
 
Narrator. ‘It’s been a quiet morning at the Prayer Centre in Heaven. So, Diggers 
the Recording Angel, Wormole the Prayer answering Angel, and Mr Smarts the 
Boss Angel (who settles disputes between the other two), are having a cup of 
coffee while they wait for some action. And then!........(Christian goes to her 
(his) knees).” 
 
Mr Smarts  “I’ll just er….slip out for a minute” (races away). 
 
Diggers  “Okay Boss.” 
 
(Christian goes to his knees) 
 
Christian  “Dear Lord Jesus….” 
 
Diggers  “Oops….Incoming!....Incoming!” 
 
Christian  “Lord I have to operate on this patient urgently…and I only get the 
one shot at it…but I don’t know if the problem is his liver or his kidneys.... Help 
me make the right decision Lord!” 
 
Wormole  “What should we do Mr Smarts?” 
 
Diggers  “He’s gone to the you-know-what…” 
 
Wormole  “But, he said it’s urgent.” 
 



Diggers  “We’ll have to decide then.” 
 
Wormole  “How?...Eeny meeny miney mo catch a Parson by the toe?” 
 
Diggers  “No!...(holding his fist out)..Paper, scissors, rock…..that’s how humans 
decide everything…I’ve watched them.” 
 
Wormole  “Are you sure?” 
 
Diggers  “Yes, of course…Paper, scissors, rock…It never fails.” 
 
Wormole  “Mmm…okay.” 
 
Diggers  “Best of three…..If I win he keeps his liver.” 
 
Wormole  “And if I win he keeps his kidneys.” 
 
Diggers  “You said it!” 
 
(Wormole and Diggers play paper, scissors, rock and win 1 each) 
 
Wormole  “It’s a tie…this one decides.” 
 
(They play one more round and Diggers wins) 
 
Diggers  “That’s three I win….So he gets to keep his liver...and his kidneys comes 
out.” 
 
Christian  “I think I’ll take the kidneys out.” 
 
Wormole  “Good man!” 
 
Diggers  “Ah….The joy of getting things done.” 
 
Wormole  “Yes!...Satisfaction!” 
 
Christian  (steps out) “Oh no, Lord….I’ve botched it….It wasn’t the _____ after 
all..." 
 
(Diggers and Wormole look at each other) "Oops" (in unison) 
 



Diggers  “Well, you can’t win ‘em all.” 
 
Wormole  “Nope, that’s for sure.” 
 
(Mr Smarts returns). 
 
Mr Smarts  “How’s it been Boys?” 
 
Diggers  “Dead quiet.” 
 
Wormole  “Nothing happening.” 
 
Diggers  (looking at his clipboard) “Not a thing!” 
 
Mr Smarts  “That’s good…I thought the world would turn upside down with you 
two clowns here alone.” 
 
Diggers  “Nope!” 
 
Wormole  “Not likely!” 
 
Mr Smarts  “Oops I have to go again!” 
 
(Christian goes to his knees) 
 
Christian  “Dear Jesus….” 
 
Diggers  “Incoming!...Incoming!” 
 
Christian  “I don’t know what to do…. Do I operate or not?” 
 
Wormole  “Which one is it Mr Smarts?” 
 
Diggers  “Nah he’s gone again…Must’ve been the Curry we had last night.” 
 
Wormole “What do we do?” 
 
Diggers  (looking at Wormole, raises his eyebrows) “Mmm” (making a fist). 
 
Wormole  “Paper, scissors, rock?” 
 



Diggers  “It never fails.” 
 
Wormole  “Best of three?” 
 
Diggers  “You said it.” 
 
Wormole  “Old Smarty’s job isn’t that hard is it?” 
 
Diggers  “Nah!...Things go on perfectly fine when he’s not around.” 
 
Wormole  “Yeah….okay (begin P.S.R)…Rock wraps paper…I win!” 
 
Diggers  “This is quite a fun job after all isn’t it Wormy?” 
 
Wormole  “Never a dull moment!” 
 
Narrator  “Well, that isn’t quite how things are normally done at the Prayer 
Centre….But I suggest that you ask for exactly what you want, so you know what 
you’ll get.” 
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